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Day 3 
Tuesday 12 October 2004 

This was to be a very big day. The official opening of Challenge Bibendum, the arrival of the 500 media 
personnel, the chance to drive the solar car on the Formula1 track, the commencement of demonstration drives 
for media and big eating. Not only did we have the now usual lunch, but also a special party at Hui Long Tan 
Park in the evening. This was also the first full day of the exhibitions at the Learning Centre. A challenge al-
right for the 4 people dedicated to Aurora activities. 

First the bus ride from the hotel. In some parts of the world this would be a bus ride from hell, but in Jiading it 
may be only slightly out of the normal. 

The driver was jovial and outspoken even if we could not understand him. By the end of the trip we reflected 
that he was telling us that he did not know the route to the track. Crunch, the sound of engagement of first gear 
had us moving. This was followed by the crunch into second then into fourth. Actually every gear change was 
the same. Then the brakes. They worked well as we were reminded on every application. Lurch, hold on to your 
breakfast. 

With no map, the driver had to receive instructions from fellow road users. This happened mainly at 
intersections. Mostly the directions were bad. At one information stop the driver parked in the middle of the 
three lane road and leapt out of the bus only to be hit by a passing cyclist. This was really crunch. The cyclist 
was in a dark mood and was not inclined to provide any directions at all. 

We did get closer to the track. We could tell because we could see the main structure over the main straight 
which had been nicknamed ‘The Canyon’. But still we were on the wrong road. That was easily fixed by our 
intrepid driver who promptly negotiated a U-turn across six lanes of traffic. The way it is in China, the other 
road users just adjusted their pace and accommodated this unexpected turn. 

Finally we arrived. The driver was very pleased to have found the track; the passengers were glad to get off 
considering the prospect of driving their cars on public roads in the Rally tomorrow. 

Bibendum the rubber man graced the Learning Centre in the morning posing with all that wanted a photo 
opportunity. Even David, Aurora’s leader couldn’t resist and puffed up as much as possible to match the ample 
curves of Bibendum. 
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Most of the entrants were finally on the track to complete a regularity trial covering 15 laps. This was also to be 
the fuel economy test. The idea was to maintain a 70 km/h average lap speed for the whole 15 laps. This 
required a precise lap time of 4 min 40 secs. Jean-Pierre Lamour the organiser of these driving events was 
concerned about the solar car mixing with all the other entrants on the track and made a special arrangement to 
have our own exclusive session. Those that attended the first Formula 1 race a few weeks ago would have had a 
very different experience watching these ‘green technology’ cars in action. Little noise, no echoes in the canyon 
bur competition nevertheless. An average of 70 km/h requires hard cornering with some tempered discipline on 
the straights. 

Finally it was the turn of Aurora 101. We prepared to start but could not fire up the motor. The activation 
solenoids would not close. A panic examination presumed our small batteries were the problem but we had no 
spares. By accident we discovered the real problem. The external electrical emergency switch had been set. 
Resetting got us going and Derrick was on the track. 
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He reported that the track was much harder than expected. There were many slow corners requiring hard 
acceleration at the exit. There were also hills. He was trying to set his lap speeds with a hand-held stop watch 
and needed to slow dramatically in the straights to achieve somewhere close to the prescribed average speed of 
70 km/h. He averaged 4 min 44 secs over 7 laps and had a best of 4 min 35 secs which was an average speed of 
71.28 km/h. We are happy to claim that as a track record for a solar car. Actually Derrick estimated that the 
Aurora 101 solar car could go under 4 minutes if this wasn’t a regularity trial but that will have to wait until 
China stages its first solar car race. 

One discovery we made was that one solar car was built in China in 1997 by Tsinghua University in Beijing. It 
raced once in Japan. 
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It was now show time. The cars were presented outside their allocated pit garage on pit row and the large 
numbers of dignitaries and media made their first inspection of the fleet. The car makers like Ford and VW 
matched this eminent entourage with their own senior people. Ford’s Vice President for Environmental and 
Safety Engineering, Susan Cischke proudly showed the Ford technology fleet. She was joined by Mei Wei 
Cheng, President and CEO of Ford China.  

 

 

Ford assistance in supply of a support car, driver and interpreter to guide the solar car in the rally was 
welcomed. Andrew took care of fitting the yellow flashing light to the elegant black Ford Mondeo, acquainting 
himself with Mr. Cho the driver and setting up the two way radios. 
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The head of Michelin, Mr Edouard Michelin was both gracious and good natured as he hosted the visitors. This 
good naturedness rubbed off on his organising team who seemed to face up to the many problems with a casual 
confidence and slight shrug of the shoulders. The sun was shining and we could all sense what an enormous 
success Challenge Bibendum in Shanghai was becoming. 

At the Learning Centre the Aurora brochures were in demand. Two thirds of our supplies were gone on this first 
day, about 800 brochures. 

We needed to move early from the track to attend the impressive opening dinner at Hui Long Tan Park. More 
shuttle buses but what a night. Tables of interesting food, fruit, sweets and drinks. Quail egg in duck web was 
exactly that. Duck feet with quail eggs nestling between the toes. Maybe it was a little too dark to read all the 
descriptions. Then the vigorous entertainment of Chinese opera. Flying swords, elaborate costumes and 
movement. This was a great night and a mixing place for entrants, media and organisers. Jiading City was on 
show and did it well. 

Tomorrow is the rally, to be held in two stages of 61 and 27 km respectively, and starting at 7.00 AM. Aurora 
was fitted with its Victorian number plate, given a quick clean and rested in expectation of the 7.19 AM timeslot 
allocated for our start. Of course that meant the 6.00 AM shuttle bus and no breakfast. Did we care? No way. 
Tomorrow the public roads of China would see their first solar car. 
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